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Summary
Sea Island cotton (Gossypium barbadense) is the source of the world’s finest fibre quality cotton,

yet relatively little is understood about genetic variations among diverse germplasms, genes

underlying important traits and the effects of pedigree selection. Here, we resequenced 336

G. barbadense accessions and identified 16 million SNPs. Phylogenetic and population structure

analyses revealed two major gene pools and a third admixed subgroup derived from

geographical dissemination and interbreeding. We conducted a genome-wide association study

(GWAS) of 15 traits including fibre quality, yield, disease resistance, maturity and plant

architecture. The highest number of associated loci was for fibre quality, followed by disease

resistance and yield. Using gene expression analyses and VIGS transgenic experiments, we

confirmed the roles of five candidate genes regulating four key traits, that is disease resistance,

fibre length, fibre strength and lint percentage. Geographical and temporal considerations

demonstrated selection for the superior fibre quality (fibre length and fibre strength), and high

lint percentage in improving G. barbadense in China. Pedigree selection breeding increased

Fusarium wilt disease resistance and separately improved fibre quality and yield. Our work

provides a foundation for understanding genomic variation and selective breeding of Sea Island

cotton.

Introduction

Cotton (Gossypium spp.) production accounts for a majority of

natural textile fibres produced worldwide (Zhang et al., 2014).

While cotton has been domesticated independently four different

times on two different continents, it is the two cultivated

polyploid species (i.e. G. hirsutum, AD1, and G. barbadense, AD2)

(Grover et al., 2020; Wendel and Grover, 2015) from Central and

Northern South America that predominate in modern cotton

commerce. These species are derived from a single allopoly-

ploidization event approximately 1.5 million years ago that

subsequently radiated into the seven known polyploid species

(Wang et al., 2018). One of the polyploid species derived from

this event, that is G. barbadense, is well known for its excellent

fibre quality (Wang et al., 2019), particularly its superior extra-

long fibres (Yu et al., 2013). Increasing demand for high-quality

textiles has generated interest in understanding the genetics

controlling fibre-related traits, particularly in Sea Island cotton,

with the ultimate goal of genome-assisted breeding.

Both G. hirsutum and G. barbadense are allopolyploids derived

from the union of two diploid genomes, A and D. The rapid

development and application of genome sequencing technology

to Gossypium have generated numerous insights into cotton

genomics. The Peruvian diploid G. raimondii (D5) was the first

cotton genome to be sequenced (Paterson et al., 2012; Wang

et al., 2012), followed by genome assemblies of some (Udall

et al., 2019) and resequencing of all 13 D-genome species

(Grover et al., 2019). Similarly, genome assemblies and rese-

quencing data sets have been published for the A-genome

diploids, G. arboreum (A2) (Du et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2020; Li

et al., 2014) and G. herbaceum (A1) (Huang et al., 2020).

Genomic resources are also available for the allopolyploids,

including nine genome assemblies of Gossypium hirsutum (AD1)

genome (Chen et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2020; Li

et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019; Zhang et al.,

2015) and four of G. barbadense (AD2) (Chen et al., 2020; Hu

et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019; Yuan et al., 2015), as well as

thousands of resequenced accessions from both species
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(Abdullaev et al., 2017; Cai et al., 2017; Dong et al., 2019; Fang

et al., 2017a, 2017b, 2021; Huang et al., 2017; Islam et al., 2016;

Li et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2018a, 2018b, 2019; Su

et al., 2016, 2018; Sun et al., 2017; Tyagi et al., 2014; Wang

et al., 2017a; Yuan et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2014).

These many genomic resources have accelerated the identifi-

cation of important genomic variations, including genes associ-

ated with important agronomic traits using genome-wide

association studies (GWAS) in crop plants (Huang and Han,

2014; Huang et al., 2010, 2012; Jia et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013;

Mace et al., 2013; Yano et al., 2016). While genome-wide studies

in cotton have recently become more abundant (Abdullaev et al.,

2017; Cai et al., 2017; Dong et al., 2019; Fang et al., 2017a,

2017b, 2021; Huang et al., 2017; Islam et al., 2016; Li et al.,

2018; Liu et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2018a, 2018b; Su et al., 2016,

2018; Sun et al., 2017; Tyagi et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017a;

Yuan et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2014), those focused on

G. barbadense were few and involved limited sampling encom-

passing relatively little variation (Abdullaev et al., 2017; Fang

et al., 2021; Su et al., 2020).

In addition, pedigree genomic analyses have been valuable in

understanding selection for agronomic traits (e.g. fibre quality) in

Upland cotton (G. hirsutum) (Lu et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2019). Lu

et al. (2019) discovered hundreds of genes affecting tolerance to

Verticillium wilt, salinity and drought and a block in a pedigree

centred on CRI-12, whereas Ma et al. (2019) employed pedigree

analysis to identify a key lint percentage-related gene

(GhWAKL3) in the parents and progenies of Ekangmian 9. To

date, there have been no pedigree-based inferences reported in

Sea Island cotton.

Gossypium barbadense is originated from coastal Peru at least

7800 years ago, was initially domesticated in north-western

South America, was diffused into Argentina-Paraguay and

eastern and northern South America, and subsequently was

expanded into Central America, the Caribbean and the Pacific

(Percy and Wendel, 1990; Splitstoser et al., 2016; Westengen

et al., 2005). Modern elite G. barbadense cultivars were devel-

oped on the coastal islands of Georgia and South Carolina, USA,

and were later improved as Egyptian cotton and Pima cotton

(Wendel et al., 2010). The earlier American Sea Island gene pool

is the foundation of the Egyptian cottons, which were reintro-

duced into the USA as a part of the genetic base of the Pima

cottons (Ulloa et al., 2009). The ancestors of the Egyptian,

Egyptian-American and/or American germplasm were used in the

development of the Turkmen and Uzbek G. barbadense germ-

plasm (Abdullaev et al., 2017). In China, the main Sea Island

cotton-growing area is in Xinjiang, where the initial parents were

introduced from Central Asia, including Tajikistan, Uzbekistan

and Turkmenistan. However, the understanding of phylogeny,

geography, introduction and breeding of G. barbadense in China

is mostly unexplored.

Studies on the important loci and genes responsible for fibre

quality, yield and Fusarium wilt resistance of Sea Island cotton

were few compared with those of upland cotton. Fan et al.

(2018) first reported 24 QTLs for fibre quality and 18 QTLs for

lint yield traits in 143 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) developed

by Chinese G. barbadense cultivar 5917 and American G. bar-

badense cultivar Pima S-7 using GBS-SNPs. Yao et al. (2019)

found that many Fov-induced lncRNAs were highly enriched in

disease resistance-related pathways, including glutathione

metabolism, glycolysis, plant hormone signal transduction,

anthocyanin biosynthesis and butanoate metabolism, using

transcriptome sequencing of four different Sea Island cotton

RILs with susceptible, highly susceptible, highly resistant or

super highly resistant phenotypes. Su et al. (2020) screened an

E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase gene, GB_A03G0335, which was

correlated with fibre length and strength, via GWAS analyses

using 6309 SNPs from 279 Sea Island cotton accessions. Yu

et al. (2021) identified three fibre strength candidate genes,

HD16 (GB_D11G3437, encoding casein kinase I isoform delta-

like protein), WDL2 (GB_D11G3460, encoding WDL1/WVD2-

LIKE 1 protein, functioning in bundling microtubules) and

TUBA1 (GB_D11G3471, encoding tubulin alpha-1 chain pro-

tein), and one lint percentage candidate gene, HERK 1

(GB_A07G1034, encoding receptor-like protein kinase regu-

lated by brassinosteroids and required for cell elongation) by

GWAS of 240 Sea Island cotton accessions. Lu et al. (2017)

identified three fibre strength related genes, XLOC_036333

(MNS1, encoding mannosyl-oligosaccharide-a-mannosidase),

XLOC_029945 (FLA8) and XLOC_075372 (snakin-1), using

transcriptome analyses on three chromosome segments substi-

tution lines (CSSLs) derived from CCRI45 (G. hirsutum, recur-

rent parent) × Hai1 (G. barbadense). Four years later, Li et al.

(2021) revealed another eight fibre-related genes that they

separately encoded O-fucosyltransferase family protein

(GB_A02G0240), glutamine synthetase 2 (GB_A02G0272),

Ankyrin repeat family protein (GB_A02G0264), beta-6 tubulin

(GB_D03G1742), WRKY DNA-binding protein 2

(GB_D03G1655), quinolinate synthase (GB_D07G0623), nuclear

factor Y subunit B13 (GB_D07G0631) and leucine-rich repeat

transmembrane protein kinase (GB_D07G0797), using the same

materials and similar methods.

Here, we gained insights into the genotype-to-phenotype

associations in G. barbadense using GWAS and a broad diversity

of Sea Island cotton accessions, including a focus on lineages

from China. We resequenced and phenotyped 336 Sea Island

cotton accessions grown across 6 years and 4 locations to provide

information on both genomic and phenotypic variations. Using

these data, we performed GWAS for 15 important agronomic

traits, including fibre quality, yield, resistance to Fusarium wilt

disease, maturity-related traits and plant architecture, confirming

the roles of five candidate genes responsible for four key traits

using RNA-seq and transgenics. Finally, we explored the genetic

basis for the improvement of Sea Island cotton through pedigree

analysis, identifying elite genes involved in fibre length and lint

percentage. Our results provide a foundation for Sea Island

cotton improvement and molecular perspectives into cotton

breeding.

Results

Genomic variation and population structure

We generated 9.4 Tb high-quality resequencing data involving

336 accessions derived from Asia (274), Africa (32), the Americas

(28) and Europe (2) (Table S1 and Figure S1). Approximately

98.77% of reads covered 97.09% of the reference genome

(Wang et al., 2019), with an average of 11.2-fold depth

(Tables S1 and S2). We identified 16.0 million (M) single

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs; Table 1 and Table S3) and

2.3 M insertion/deletion polymorphisms (InDels; Table S4). We

found that the number of SNPs in At was approximately 1.8 times

that found in Dt (Table S5 and Figure S2a), congruent with the

twofold size difference between the At and Dt subgenomes (Li

et al., 2014). SNP density was 1.8 SNPs/kb in At and 1.9 SNPs/kb
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in Dt (Table S5 and Figure S2a), like that in G. hirsutum (Ma et al.,

2018). Diversity (θπ) within the two subgenomes was similar,

albeit slightly lower for Dt (5.3 × 10-4) than At (6.2 × 10-4)

(Table S5 and Figure S2a), which agrees with a recent report

(Yuan et al., 2021).

For structure analysis, the natural logarithms of probability data

(LnP(K)) and the ad hoc statistic ΔK were calculated (Dong et al.,

2019; Huang et al., 2017; Su et al., 2018). The LnP(D) value

increased continuously from K = 1 to 7 without an obvious

inflection point (Figure S2b). However, the ΔK value showed a

spike at K = 2 (Figure S2c). This suggested two major gene pools,

consistent with the phylogenetic tree (Figure 1a), population

structure analysis (Figure 1b and Table S6) and principal compo-

nent analysis (PCA; Figure S2d). Given intraspecies introgression

due to geographic distribution and breeding practice, some

landraces and transitional accessions were integrated into a third

mixed subgroup by increasing a new middle level of ancestry

proportion at K = 2 (at first, when the ancestry proportion of one

accession belonging to K1 was over 0.7, it was categorized as

pop1, otherwise pop2, and then, accessions with the ancestry

proportion from 0.5 to 0.7 were assigned into the mixed

subpopulation; Figure 1c, Figure S2e–f and Table S7). Hereafter,

these subgroups were designated as ‘Pop1’ (76), ‘mixed’ (91) and

‘Pop2’ (169 accessions; Table S6 and Figure S1). Pop1 primarily

included recently selected cultivars from China’s northwest inland

cotton region, with longer and stronger fibres (fibre length, FL

mean = 42.47 mm; fibre strength, FS mean = 43.63 cN/tex). The

‘mixed’ population mainly included landraces from major cotton-

planting areas in China, and transitional cultivars from other

global cotton-producing countries, with medium-quality fibres (FL

mean = 37.12 mm; FS mean = 37.97 cN/tex). Pop2 contained

most of the earlier varieties from cotton-producing countries

worldwide, with shorter and lower-strength fibres (FL mean =
36.29 mm; FS mean = 36.54 cN/tex).

Among all accessions, θπ value was 5.84 × 10−4 on average,

ranging from 4.96 to 5.74 × 10−4 across the three subpopula-

tions (Figure 1d). This is similar to the overall diversity in a set of

Chinese-focused Upland cotton accessions (5.39 × 10−4; Wang

et al., 2019). Genetic differentiation (FST) values among the three

subpopulations were 0.049–0.155 (Figure 1d), like that previously

found in Upland cotton (Fang et al., 2017b; Ma et al., 2018b).

The decay rate of linkage disequilibrium (LD), that is the pairwise

correlation coefficient (r2) from the maximum value to the half-

maximum, was 388 kb for all 336 accessions and was close

among populations (i.e. 373, 342 and 342 kb for Pop1, mixed

and Pop2 respectively; Figure 1e). These LD values were higher

than that of Upland cotton reported by Wang (296 kb; Wang

et al., 2017a), but lower than that of Fang (1000 kb; Fang et al.,

2017b).

Genome-wide association studies identification

We measured 15 traits (Table 2), including fibre quality (five),

yield components (five), disease resistance (one), maturity (two)

and plant architecture (two; Table 2), for the 336 Sea Island

cotton accessions grown across four locations over six years

(Table S8). Diverse phenotypic variations were observed for all

traits (Table 2 and Table S9). Two of the fibre quality traits

important for the spinning industry, FL and FS, were positively

correlated with six traits FU, BN, FBN, SBW, SI and PH, while

also being negatively associated with the other seven traits (i.e.

FM, FE, LP, DP, GP, FNFB and FBT; Figure S3). Using 4.1 M high-

quality SNPs, we performed GWAS for these 15 traits. These

analyses revealed 6,241 unique SNPs, including 437 same SNPs

among different traits (Figure S4–S18, Table S10 and S11). The

number of significant SNP varied among traits, for those were

selected and improved by emphasis in our population, and the

numbers of significantly associated SNPs were relatively large.

For example, DP had the greatest number of associated SNPs,

followed by two fibre quality traits (i.e. FM and FS). For traits

that the selection and improvement degree were relatively low,

their numbers of significant SNPs were small, such as LP, FU, FL,

SI, FBT, SBW and so on. Generally, the effective candidate

regions with significant GWAS signals were defined as the LD

blocks surrounding the signal peak (Yano et al., 2016), although

these were sometimes enlarged slightly when candidate genes

could not be identified (Fang et al., 2017b). Based on the

388 kb LD decay distance and candidate gene analysis, we

defined 500 kb (slightly larger than 388 kb) upstream and

downstream of a significant SNP signal peak (i.e. totally 1-Mb

interval; Fang et al., 2017b) as the candidate region size and

found 18 696 unique genes, involving in 6183 common genes

related to at least two traits (Table S10 and S12). The total

number of associated genes was highest for the fibre quality

category, followed by maturity. From these, we chose key genes

related to four agronomically important traits for further

functional verification.

Fibre length

On chromosome A05, we identified one nonsynonymous SNP,

within the candidate region located at 16.28–16.30 Mb, signif-

icantly correlated with fibre length (Figure 2a,b). The gene

containing this SNP, Gbar_A05G017500, encoded a predicted

U-box domain-containing E3 ubiquitin ligase (PUB4), named after

FIBER LENGTH2 (GbFL2). The phenotypically associated SNP

(16286973) resulted in a T/G transversion, leading to leucine (L)

or valine (V) (Figure 2c), which was associated with either longer

(T) or shorter (G) fibre respectively (Figure 2d). While most of the

early introduced varieties in Pop2 had the long-fibre haplotype (T;

Figure 2e), the proportion of short-fibre haplotypes (G) raise up to

near equivalence in the ‘mixed’ population (Figure 2e), perhaps

due to linkage drag associated with selection on other traits. The

long-fibre (T) haplotype gained prominence again in Pop1,

comprising 83.33% of haplotypes for this locus (Figure 2e).

Table 1 Summary of classified SNPs

SNP category No. of SNPs

Upstream 335 871

Exonic

Stop gain 5057

Stop loss 514

Synonymous 86 767

Nonsynonymous 160 616

Intronic 524 253

Splicing 1666

Downstream 270 135

Upstream/downstream 25 959

Intergenic 14 429 742

Ts 10 789 456

Tv 5 242 423

Ts/Tv 2

Total 16 031 879
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Expression of GbFL2 gradually decreased during fibre develop-

ment (from 0 DPA to 20 DPA) and was lower in long-fibre

varieties (Figure 2f). We validated expression pattern of GbFL2

using qRT-PCR in FL extreme accessions (Figure 2g), namely, a

negative regulation pattern. VIGS transformation of GbFL2 in

high and low FL lines showed increased fibre length relative to the

wild type (Figure 2h-i), supporting the role of GbFL2 in fibre

elongation. GbFL2 is derived from the At chromosomes (i.e. A05)

of AD2 (Figure 2j), and the change in haplotype frequency during

breeding is suggestive of directional selection during domestica-

tion (Figure 2k and Table S14).

Fibre strength

On chromosome D11, we identified one nonsynonymous SNP

significantly correlated with fibre strength in the candidate locus

at 64.20–64.25 Mb (Figure S19a-b). The sole gene contained

within this locus, Gbar_D11G032670, encoded a putative casein

kinase 1-like protein (HD16), named after FIBER STRENGTH1

(GbFS1). The two alleles (C/T) detected at this position

(D11:64227153) encoded two different amino acids, threonine

(T) and isoleucine (I; Figure S19c), corresponding to low (C

haplotype) and high fibre strength (T haplotype; Figure S19d). The

early introduced varieties from Pop2 had the high-strength fibre

haplotype (T), and the change in allele frequency hinted at

directional selection during breeding in China (vs mixed and

Pop1; Figure S19e). Of the 159 Chinese accessions, 144

contained the T/G haplotypes for GbFL2 and T/C for GbFS1 (the

remaining 15 were missing information/nucleotides or had

unique mutations; Figure S20 and Table S13). Among those

144 accessions, 41 accessions had the long/high-strength haplo-

type combination (TT), 35 exhibited short/low strength (GC), 58

had long/low strength (TC) and 10 exhibited short/high strength

(GT). This suggested that although fibre length and strength were

often regarded as the simultaneous targets of selection, Sea

Island cotton breeding in China might have favoured fibre length

as a priority (99 versus 45 accessions; Figure S19e). GbFS1 was

highly expressed at most fibre developmental stages (5-20 DPA;

Figure S19f) in low strength accessions, implying a negative

regulation pattern (Figure S19f-g). GbFS1 was derived from the

Dt subgenome (i.e. chromosome D11) of AD2, having been

inherited from the D-genome ancestor (represented by the D5

genome, Figure S19h), which is notable in that D-genome species

have short, non-spinnable fibres. Interestingly, Dt homeolog of

GbFS1 showed directional selection in AD2 relative to their AD1

counterpart, suggesting selection of this advantageous mutation

in Sea Island cotton (Figure S19h–i and Table S14).

Lint percentage

On chromosome A05, we also identified a strong signal associ-

ated with lint percentage (Figure 3a). The gene closest to this

region (13.00–13.20 Mb), Gbar_A05G014160, had one nonsyn-

onymous SNP (A05:13046765), that is a C/G transversion,

resulting in an amino acid difference, that is either alanine (A)

or glycine (G), the latter of which was associated with a

significant improvement in lint percentage (Figure 3b–d). We

designated the locus containing this gene LINT PERCENTAGE

Figure 1 Phylogeny, structure, PCA, diversity and LD decay of 336 Sea Island cotton accessions. (a) Phylogenetic neighbour-joining tree based on 3.5 M

high-quality genomic SNPs. The accessions in primary pop1 and pop2 are in red and blue respectively. (b) Structure analysis with K = 2. The y-axis quantifies

cluster membership, and the x-axis represents different accessions. (c) PCA plot of the first three components for three subpopulations. (d) Genetic diversity

and population differentiation across the three groups. The values in the circles are genetic diversity (θπ) of the groups (red, blue and green circles represent

pop1, pop2 and mixed groups respectively), and the values between the groups quantify population differentiation (FST). (e) Genome-wide average LD

decay in pop1, pop2 and mixed.
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(GbLP1), which encoded a putative ATP-dependent RNA helicase

(DEAH12) targeted to the chloroplast. This putative protein

contained a RING-type zinc-finger domain, a characteristic of the

E3 ubiquitin ligase RBR family. Unlike GbFL2 and GbFS1, the

number of accessions with high-lint-percentage haplotype (G)

had generally been decreasing gradually since the first introduc-

tion of Sea Island cotton into China; however, the ratio of G/C

fluctuated, first increasing and then decreasing (Figure 3e) in later

accessions, as the need for greater lint production was balanced

with fibre quality. High expression of GbLP1 occurred at the

whole fibre developmental stages, especially at 0 and 5 DPA

(Figure 3f), consistent with qRT-PCR validation in LP extreme

accessions (Figure 3g). VIGS transformation in LP extreme Sea

Island cotton lines with matching G/C haplotypes showed

decreased lint percentage (Figure 3h), confirming the role of

GbLP1 in lint-percentage forming. Like GbFL2, GbLP1 showed

signatures consistent with positive selection (i.e. A2, Figure 3i–j
and Table S14), while its homeolog (here, in the Dt genome)

exhibits patterns consistent with purifying selection (Figure 3i,j

and Table S14). Notably, most accessions had alleles conferring

long fibre but with low strength and low lint percentage,

followed by accessions exhibiting high lint percentage but with

short fibre and low strength, implying the strongest directional

selection was on long fibre, followed by high lint-percentage

(Figure S20b and Table S13).

Fusarium wilt resistance

Cotton fusarium wilt disease, caused by the fungus Fusarium

oxysporum f. sp. vasinfectum (FOV), is one of the most

significant diseases impacting yield in G. barbadense. Here, we

revealed a strong association signal cluster on chromosome D03

related to FOV disease percentage (DP) (Figures S21a; Figure 4a).

We screened two closely linked candidate genes from this

cluster, that is Gbar_D03G001430 (henceforth GbDP1) and

Gbar_D03G001910 (GbDP2), at 0.8–1.0 Mb and 1.5–1.6 Mb

respectively (Figure S21b; Figure 4b). GbDP1 encoded a putative

zinc-finger homeodomain rotein 6 (ZHD6), and GbDP2 encoded

a putative wall-associated receptor kinase-like 14 (WAKL14).

Both GbDP1 and GbDP2 had a nonsynonymous A/C transversion

in their coding sequences, which resulted in a lysine (K)–
asparagine (N) (Figure S21c) and a serine (S)–arginine (R) shift

(Figure 4c), respectively, whose close linkage generally resulted

in two haplotypes (AA and CC). Accessions carrying the CC-

haplotype showed significantly lower disease percentage than

those with the AA-haplotype (Figures S21d; Figure 4dc). Most

early introduced varieties had the high-disease-percentage

haplotype (AA) (Figure S21e; Figure 4e); however, there had

been 20 recently selected cultivars with low-disease-percentage

haplotype (CC) in Xinjiang (in pop1) (Figures S20e; Figure 4e).

Among the 178 Chinese Sea Island containing GbDP1 and/or

GbDP2, 164 (92%) contained AA (144) or CC (20) (Figure S20c

and Table S13). Both GbDP1 and GbDP2 exhibited high

expression in susceptible (S) lines after FOV inoculation (Figures

S21f; Figure 4f), implying a negative regulation pattern. GbDP1/

2-silencing in susceptible lines (S_pCLCrVA-DP1/S_pCLCrVA-

DP2) conferred increased resistance to FOV infection relative to

empty-vector-carrying (S_pCLCrVA) and wild-type cotton sus-

ceptible lines (S_WT) (Figure S21-h and Figure 4g,h). These

results suggested that GbDP1 and GbDP2 were two potential

targets for conferring FOV resistance in G. barbadense. GbDP1

orthologs in AD2, AD1 and D8 were nearly identical but differed

from the D5 ortholog by two SNPs in a 423-bp conserved region

(Figure S21i-j and Table S14). This might reflect introgression

from D8 into the AD1-AD2 lineage or, more likely, autapomor-

phic changes in the D5 lineage after divergence from the (now

extinct) D-genome donor parents of the allotetraploids. For

GbDP2, the case was more complex, and there were four kinds

of variations in a 1509-bp conserved region among the AD2,

AD1, D5 and D8 homologues: (i) the homologue in AD2 had

three specific SNPs compared to those in AD1, D5 and D8; (ii) the

homologues in AD2 and AD1 had three common SNPs compared

to those in D5 and D8; (iii) the homologues in AD2, AD1 and D5

had five common SNPs compared to those in D8; (iv) the

homologues in AD2, AD1 and D8 had two common SNPs

compared to those in D5. These data demonstrated differential

SNP introgression from AD1, D5 and D8 into AD2, reflecting

differential selection of GbDP2 homologues after allotetraploidy

(Figure 4i,j and Table S14). Despite the high level of conserva-

tion between AD1-AD2 for these two genes, evolution selection

analyses of the Sea Island and Upland cotton D-homeologs

suggested different histories of selection (Figure 4i,j, Figure S21i,

j and Table S14). A simultaneous consideration of all four traits,

Table 2 Summary of phenotypic data

Categories Traits Min Max Mean SD CV(%) Skewness Kurtosis

1. Fibre quality 1.1 Fibre length (FL, mm) 24.90 39.60 33.70 2.50 7.50 −0.23 0.16

1.2 Fibre uniformity (FU, %) 80.00 90.00 85.70 1.80 2.10 −0.26 0.22

1.3 Fibre strength (FS, cN/tex) 26.70 52.60 39.30 4.90 12.40 0.55 0.06

1.4 Fibre elongation (FE, %) 5.30 10.00 7.00 0.70 9.90 0.52 2.56

1.5 Fibre micronaire (FM) 2.90 5.30 4.00 0.40 10.70 0.21 0.18

2. Yield and yield composition factors 2.1 Fruit branch number (FBN) 5.50 15.40 10.50 1.70 16.60 0.01 −0.01
2.2 Boll number (BN) 2.30 15.60 8.90 2.20 24.90 0.12 0.35

2.3 Single boll weight (SBW, g) 2.00 4.00 3.10 0.30 11.10 0.02 0.28

2.4 Lint percentage (LP, %) 25.00 41.00 32.80 2.60 8.10 0.24 0.30

2.5 Seed index (SI, g) 9.10 14.80 11.70 1.00 8.70 0.13 −0.09
3. Disease resistance 3.1 Disease percentage (DP, %) 0.00 92.60 33.70 24.30 72.60 0.43 −0.70
4. Early maturity 4.1 Growth period (GP, day) 114.90 143.50 129.60 6.40 4.90 0.08 −0.83

4.2 First node of fruit branch (FNFB, node) 2.00 6.70 4.10 1.10 25.80 0.41 −0.75
5. Plant architecture 5.1 Plant height (PH, cm) 35.80 133.50 73.20 15.80 21.80 0.57 1.21

5.2 Fruit branch type (FBT) 0.00 3.20 1.00 1.20 123.20 0.52 −1.53
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that is FL, FS, LP and DP, suggested priority selection on long

fibre and high lint percentage once again (Figure S20d and

Table S13).

Genomic characterization of a pedigree

We selected an intact pedigree from our GWAS population to

examine the origin of two elite cultivars, XH39 and XH60, which

were derived from the same initial breeding pool (11 common

parents), but were later subjected to selection for longer fibre (in

XH39) and high lint percentage (in XH60) respectively (Fig-

ures 5a–f and 6a–f). Comparisons among the parents and the

two elite lines traced 4.57% and 3.78% of the genome in XH39

and XH60 respectively; through the historical crosses leading

through these lineages, most of the traceable transmissions were
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found in the At genome (Figures 5a–d, 6a–d and Table S15). We

then analysed the overlapping genes between our broader GWAS

analysis and those regions whose genetic transmission was

traceable across the pedigree. For XH39, we uncovered 32 and

178 genes controlling fibre length and strength in these overlap-

ping regions (Figure 5g and Table S16), four of which simulta-

neously impacted FL and FS (Figure S22a and Table S16). Two of

these four genes, Gbar_A04G013270 and Gbar_A04G013290,

had high expression at 5-25 DPA fibres with a positive-regulation

pattern, especially at 10 and 15DPA fibres of long-fibre line

(Figure 5h). These were specifically passed from parent 86430,

notably, the accession with the longest fibre among the 13

parental lines (Figure 5i). Gbar_A04G013270 encoded a

triosephosphate isomerase, the key enzyme in glycolysis that

produces energy, while Gbar_A04G013290 was a newly anno-

tated gene with no existing functional information (Table S16).

For XH60, 70 LP-related genes overlapped between the GWAS

and genetic transmission analyses (Figure 6g and Table S16). One

of them, Gbar_D04G017350, had high expression during fibre

development, with negative regulation in the earlier stage (0, 5,

10 and 15 DPA) (Figure 6h). Consistent with a negative regulation

pattern, the parental origin of this gene, that is accession JH1,

had the lowest lint percentage among the parents (Figure 6i). This

gene (Gbar_D04G017350) encoded a tubulin alpha-2 chain, the

major constituent of microtubules (Table S16). Additionally, there

were 11 shared genes for the lint percentage and seed index

traits (Figure S22b and Table S16). Attributable to their shared

parental history, XH39 and XH60 both contained six, nine and

one gene(s) simultaneously improving BW, GP and DP respectively

(Figures 5f and 6f, Figure S22c and Table S16). Additional

experiments are required to increase understanding of the roles

of these genes.

Discussion

Genomic variations encoding phenotypic diversity

Association mapping was initially applied to Upland cotton in

2009 (Abdurakhmonov et al., 2009), first using SSRs (Abdu-

rakhmonov et al., 2009; Tyagi et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2014) and

then GBS (Islam et al., 2016), SLAF-sequencing (Su et al., 2016,

2018), SNP arrays (Cai et al., 2017; Dong et al., 2019; Huang

et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2018b; Ma

et al., 2018b) and whole-genome resequencing (Fang et al.,

2017b; Sun et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017a). In contrast,

association studies in Sea Island cotton were few, consisting of

only four publications (Abdullaev et al., 2017; Fang et al., 2021;

Su et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2021). Here, we resequenced a large

population consisting of 336 Sea Island cotton accessions and

identified 9.4 Tb high-quality sequencing data. Like Upland

cotton (Wang et al., 2017a), divergence among geographic

groups of G. barbadense in China was more obscure than in

other crop species (Huang et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2015),

although most accessions fall into one of two main populations

whose genetic diversity varied by breeding history.

Phenotypic data for these diverse accessions were over nine

original sets (locations × year) that surveyed 15 agronomically

important traits and yielded several repeatedly detectable candi-

date genes suitable for follow-up analyses. Notably, although some

studies on Sea Island cotton have been published (Abdullaev et al.,

2017; Fang et al., 2021; Su et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2021), more than

80%of the accessions studied here are newly sequenced (Table S1,

S17 and S18). Phenotypic differences among lines used in our and

other reports were small, suggesting the congruence with previous

surveys (Table S18; Fang et al., 2021; Su et al., 2020; Yu et al.,

2021). Overlapping signals were detected between our and

previous reports (Fang et al., 2021; Su et al., 2020; Yu et al.,

2021), including 80 fibre-length and 112 strength genes in the

overlapping regions (Table S19). Notably, the fibre length candi-

date gene characterized here, Gbar_A05G017500 (GbFL2), had a

homeolog in a previously identified fibre-length QTL region

(TM10723_TM10747_TM10754; Su et al., 2020), and the fibre

strength candidate, Gbar_D11G032670 (GbFS1), was contained

within a large SNP-cluster on chromosome D11 that was proximal

to a previously identified fibre strength locus (loci24; Fang et al.,

2021; Table S19). Additional evidence was that a HD16 ortholog

(GB_D11G3437) on chromosome D11 was found to be associated

with fibre strength in 240 Gossypium barbadense accessions (Yu

et al., 2021); this gene has 100% identity with ourGbFS1, with the

Figure 2 Identification of the FL causal gene GbFL2 on chromosome At05. (a) Manhattan plot for FL. The dashed line represents the significance threshold

(-log10P = 6). Effect values of genetic markers were tested using F tests and corrected for multiple testing using Bonferroni correction. (b) Local Manhattan

plot (top) and LD heatmap (bottom) surrounding the peak on At05. The dashed line represents the significance threshold (-log10P = 5). Red arrows mark

the position of the nonsynonymous SNP A05_16286973 in Gbar_A05G017500 (GbFL2). Red dotted lines show the candidate region. (c) Structure of

GbFL2. Blue and yellow rectangles mark UTR and CDS respectively. (d) Box plot for FL, based on the haplotypes of the two SNPs. In the box plots, the centre

line indicates the median. Box limits are the upper and lower quartiles, and whiskers mark the range of the data; n denotes the number of accessions with

the same genotype. We used a two-tailed t-test to perform the significance analysis. (e) Haplotype distribution in diverse geographical regions and

subpopulations. The bar chart on the left shows the number of two haplotypes in distinct countries. The map in the middle displays the ratio of two

haplotypes in the different provinces of China. The column diagrams below represent the number of two haplotypes in different subpopulations. (f)

Expression of GbFL2 in long-fibre accession XH58 (haplotype T) and short-fibre accession Ashi (haplotype G) at the fibre developmental stages (0, 5, 10, 15,

20, 25 DPA), detected by RNA-seq (FPKM value). Data are average values with standard deviation (n = 3 varieties with three technical repeats). Single (*),
double (**) and triple (***) asterisks mark statistical significance levels of P < 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 respectively. (g) qRT-PCR analysis of GbFL2 expression in

wild-type (WT), transgenic lines with empty VIGS vector (pCLCrVA) and target gene GbFL2 (pCLCrVA-FL2) of long-fibre (L) accession XH58 and short-fibre

(S) accession Ashi. The gene expression level in the long-fibre accession wild type (L_WT) was set to 1. GbUBQ7 is an internal control. (h) Fibre length (mm)

of WT, pCLCrVA, (pCLCrVA-FL2 of long-fibre (L) accession XH58 and short-fibre (S) accession Ashi. (i) VIGS phenotypes of GbFL2. (j) The evolutionary origin

of GbFL2 (Gbar_A05G017500). We built unrooted trees using the maximum-likelihood method in MEGA7, based on complete CDS sequences. (k)

Selection analysis on homologous CDS sequences of GbFL2. Homologous sequence in each cotton species is represented by its genome name on the left

side of the circle. The difference value (Ka-Ks) of each group of homologous comparisons is indicated by coloured rectangles according to the colour bar in

the upper left corner. While Ka/Ks is generally used as an indicator of selective pressure, the presence of ‘Ks = 0’ here precludes this; therefore, we chose

another indicator, that is ‘Ka-Ks’ value. Two types of selection effects, purifying selection (in red) and positive selection (in blue), are shown on the right side

of the circle.
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same functional annotation, that is casein kinase I (Table S19). Our

analysis also yielded additional, previously unrecognized loci

associated with fibre quality, yield, and other traits (Table S9–
S12), most of whichwere associatedwith fibre quality (followed by

disease resistance, yield and maturity), and many of which were

located on the chromosomes that originated in the non-lint

producing parent (i.e. D03, D05, D09, D10, D11). These results

were consistent with the previous reports that more loci associated

with fibre quality and yieldwere in theDt than in theAt subgenome

(Ma et al., 2018b).

GWAS analysis of genes potentially contributing to
agronomic traits

Sea Island cotton (Gossypium barbadense) has superior fibre

quality, but poor adaption to biotic (e.g. Fusarium wilt disease)

and abiotic (e.g. drought and salinity) stresses, as well as low

yield, which collectively limit its commercial importance. Solutions

for circumventing this productivity bottleneck include improving

adaptability and yield of Sea Island cotton or transferring key

genes from G. barbadense to Upland cotton. These twin paths

lend significance to the goal of mining important genes respon-

sible for fibre quality, yield and disease resistance in Sea Island

cotton.

The abundance of data generated here revealed several genes

related to key fibre and disease resistance traits in Sea Island

cotton, including the underlying allelic and expression variation

associated with domestication. We found alleles associated with

superior fibre quality (FL and FS) and resistance to Fusarium

oxysporum (DP) that included two genes encoding RING-type

zinc-finger domain-containing proteins. These proteins, that is an

E3 ubiquitin ligase gene (Gbar_A05G017500) for FL and an ATP-

dependent RNA helicase gene (Gbar_A05G014160) related to LP,

were the members of gene families previously thought to

influence fibre production. In Arabidopsis, the E3 ubiquitin ligase

regulated asymmetric cell division and cell proliferation in the root

meristem (Kinoshita et al., 2015a), worked downstream of the

CLV signalling pathway in the shoot apical meristem (Kinoshita

et al., 2015b) and played a part in cytokinin and developmental

processes (Wang et al., 2017b). In Upland cotton, an ubiquitin

ligase protein encoded by GhHUB2 promoted fibre elongation by

ubiquitinating and degrading GhKNL1 via the ubiquitin-26S

proteasome pathway (Feng et al., 2018). Another Upland cotton

gene (GhRING1) encoding a RING-type ubiquitin ligase (E3)

protein had high expression in the early stages of fibre develop-

ment, and the expression of the promoter of its Arabidopsis

homolog, At3g19950, was activated in trichomes (Ho et al.,

2010). Recently, another GWAS analysis using Sea Island cotton

identified an E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase gene GB_A03G0335

associated with fibre quality measures (Fang et al., 2021).

Together, these studies supported the potential role of GbFL2

as an E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase contributing to fibre quality. The

role for the other one, that is the ATP-dependent RNA helicase

gene GbLP1 (Gbar_A05G014160), in fibre production was less

clear; however, salinity stress suppressed ATP-dependent RNA

helicase expression, which also reduced lint percentage (Gong

et al., 2017). Because higher expression of GbLP1 was associated

with increased lint production, this implied an indirect association

between ATP-dependent RNA helicase and cotton lint percent-

age.

For fibre strength, we identified the candidate gene GbFS1,

which encoded a Casein kinase I, a multifunctional protein kinase

with serine/threonine protein kinase active sites (Gross and

Anderson, 1998). In rice, casein kinase I phosphorylated the

DELLA protein SLR1, stabilized SLR1 and negatively regulated

gibberellic acid (GA) signalling (Dai and Xue, 2010). In Upland

cotton, exogenously applied gibberellic acid (GA3) improved fibre

strength in natural-coloured cottons (Zhang et al., 2017). GA

promoted secondary cell wall development in cotton fibre cells by

regulating expression of sucrose synthase genes (Xiao et al.,

2019). We inferred that GbFS1 might regulate fibre strength via

the gibberellic acid signalling pathway in Sea Island cotton.

We also detected two genes, GbDP1 and GbDP2, both on the

D03 chromosome that appeared to have the role in resistance to

Fusarium wilt disease. Recently, another newly identified gene

(Gh_D03G0209) on D03 of Upland cotton was shown to affect

resistance to FOV (Liu et al., 2021). It may be that the disease

resistance networks are diverse, because Gh_D03G0209 encoded

a GLUTAMATE RECEPTOR-LIKE (GLR) protein, whereas GbDP1

encoded a Zinc-finger homeodomain protein 6 (ZHD6). Alterna-

tively, these proteins operated on different aspects of the same

Figure 3 Identification of the LP causal gene GbLP1 on chromosome At05. (a) Manhattan plot for LP. The dashed line represents the significance threshold

(-log10P = 6). Effect values of genetic markers were tested using F tests and corrected for multiple testing using Bonferroni correction. (b) Local Manhattan

plot (top) and LD heatmap (bottom) surrounding the peak on At05. We use an F test to perform statistical analysis. The dashed line represents the

significance threshold (-log10P = 5). Red arrows mark the positions of the nonsynonymous SNP A05_13046765, which is located within

Gbar_A05G014160 (GbLP1). Red dotted lines mark the candidate region. (c) Structure of gene GbLP1. Blue and yellow rectangles mark UTR and CDS

respectively. (d) Box plot for LP, based on the haplotypes of the two SNPs. In the box plots, the centre line indicates the median. Box limits are the upper and

lower quartiles, and whiskers mark the range of the data. n denotes the number of accessions with the same genotype. We use a two-tailed t-test to

perform the significance analysis. (e) Haplotypes distribution in diverse geographical regions and subpopulations. The bar chart on the left shows the

number of two haplotypes in distinct countries. The map in the middle displays the ratio of two haplotypes in the different provinces of China. The column

diagrams below represent the number of two haplotypes in different subpopulations. (f) Expression of GbLP1 in high-lint-percentage accession Ashi

(haplotype G) and low-lint-percentage accession XH33 (haplotype C) at fibre developmental stages (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 DPA), detected by RNA-seq (FPKM

value). Data are average values with standard deviation (n = 3 varieties with three technical repeats). Single (*), double (**) and triple (***) asterisks mark

statistical significance levels of P < 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 respectively. (g) qRT-PCR analysis of GbLP1 expression. Wild type: WT. Transgenic lines with empty

VIGS vector: pCLCrVA. Transgenic lines with target gene GbDLP1: pCLCrVA-LP1. The high-lint-percentage accession is Giza81, and low-lint-percentage

accession is C352. The gene expression level for low-lint-percentage accession wild type (H_WT) was set to 1. GbUBQ7 is an internal control. (h) LP

phenotypic values of transgenic individuals. (i) The evolutionary origins of GbLP1. We built unrooted trees using the maximum likelihood method in

MEGA7, based on complete CDS sequences. (j) Selective pressure analysis on homologous CDS sequences of GbLP1. Homologous sequence in each cotton

species was represented by its genome name on the left side of the circle. The difference value (Ka-Ks) of each group of homologous comparisons was

indicated in coloured rectangles according to the colour bar in the upper left corner. Two types of selection, purifying (in red) and positive (in blue), are on

the right side of the circle.
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network. Zinc-finger homeodomain (ZF-HD) subfamily proteins

played specific roles in pathogen signalling and plant defences by

activating CaM4 gene expression in response to pathogens (Park

et al., 2007). The other defence gene, GbDP2, encoded a wall-

associated receptor kinase-like 14 (WAKL14). Many WAKL genes

were correlated with plant resistance and immune responses. For

instance, CsWAKL08, a pathogen-induced wall-associated

receptor-like kinase in sweet orange, conferred resistance to

citrus bacterial canker via ROS control and JA signalling (Li et al.,

2020). OsWAKL21.2 activated rice immune responses by its

kinase activity and Arabidopsis immune responses by its guany-

late cyclase activity (Malukani and Ranjan 2020). Although the

precise function of our five candidate genes identified here

remains unclear, we confirmed their influences on their respective

phenotypes using VIGS transgenic experiments in Sea Island

cotton here.

Cotton improvement by GWAS and pedigree analysis

Modern Sea Island cotton cultivars principally were derived from

three gene pools: Egyptian type, American type and Middle-Asian

type (Abdullaev et al., 2017). In Xinjiang, Sea Island cotton

varieties were derived from five backbone parents of Central Asia,

including 2И3, C6022, 8763И, 5230Ф and 9122И. JH1, a variant

with the early maturity of 9122И, was the core germplasm source

used to produce more than 50 varieties, including at least 10

main cultivars. Here, we extracted a pedigree composed of 19

varieties, including 9122И and JH1 that were involved in

developing the cultivar XH39, which has early maturity, high

resistance and superb fibre quality. Our analyses revealed a dN/dS

ratio and blocks of low diversity consistent with strong directional

selection. The total size and gene number in the low diversity

regions were biased towards the Dt subgenomes, supporting the

notion that selection for fibre improvement has been asymmetric

across genomes (Ma et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2017a).

In Upland cotton, pedigree-based genome resequencing has

been an effective tool for researchers to detect candidate genes

related to important traits via genetic transmission analysis (Fang

et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2019;Ma et al., 2019). In our pedigree, XH39

and its related accession XH60 exhibited divergent improvement

trends, with the former focused on fibre quality (FL and FS), while

the latter targeted yield (LP and SI). This divergence in selection

might predict different targeted genes, but we found some

common genes underlying traits of the same category, for example

FL/FS, LP andSI.While thegenes in somecategories, for exampleGP

and DP, likely had no influence on fibre quality or yield, it is possible

that some could simultaneously regulated fibre quality (i.e. FS), or

yield (i.e. LP, BN) and growth period.

In summary, here we provided a detailed depiction of the

Chinese Sea Island cotton gene pool, describing diversity and

phylogenetic and population structure. We generated a WGS

dataset for the community and demonstrated its utility via a

comprehensive GWAS analysis. We further described the infer-

ences of candidate genes to facilitate molecular-marker selection

and genetic improvement for great disease resistance, superb

fibre quality and high yield of cotton. Pedigree analysis of XH39

and XH60 provided evidences for the basis of increased fibre

quality and yield, as well as the improvement to Fusarium wilt

disease resistance. Our research laid a foundation for under-

standing polymorphism in Chinese Sea Island cotton, as well as

introgression from other sources and artificial selection. In

addition, the key genes identified here for fibre quality, yield

and disease resistance can be further explored, for example, to

decipher their participations in regulatory networks and the

genotype-to-phenotype connections. Elite Chinese Sea Island

varieties with excellent haplotype combinations have great

agronomic potential for cotton improvement. The present study

put forward a significant step to the exploration, understanding

and utilization of the broad gene pool.

Methods

Sampling

We collected 336 G. barbadense accessions (including 19 acces-

sions in pedigree analysis) derived from major global cotton-

growing countries from seed stocks maintained at China

Agricultural University, Beijing. The original diversity was evalu-

ated based on their geographical distribution and breeding

history. The geographic origins of these accessions included the

major cotton-growing countries, that is China (Northwest Inland

Region, Yellow River Basin, Yangtze River Basin, Southwest and

Figure 4 Identification of the DP causal gene GbDP2 on chromosome Dt03. (a) Manhattan plot for DP. Dashed line represents the significance threshold (-

log10P = 6). Effect values of genetic markers were tested using F tests and corrected for multiple testing using Bonferroni correction. (b) Local Manhattan

plot (top) and LD heatmap (bottom) surrounding the peak on Dt03. Dashed line represents the significance threshold (-log10P = 5). We used an F test to

perform statistical analysis. Red arrows mark the positions of the nonsynonymous SNP D03_1537617, which is located within Gbar_D03G001910 (GbDP2).

Red dotted lines mark the candidate region. (c) Structure of gene GbDP2. Blue and yellow rectangles mark UTR and CDS respectively. (d) Box plot for DP,

based on the haplotypes of the two SNPs. In the box plots, the centre line indicates the median, box limits are the upper and lower quartiles, and whiskers

mark the range of the data. n denotes the number of accessions with the same genotype. We use a two-tailed t-test to perform the significance analysis. (e)

Haplotype distribution in diverse geographical regions and subpopulations. The bar chart at the left shows the number of two haplotypes in distinct

countries. The map in the middle displays the ratio of two haplotypes in the different provinces of China. The column diagrams below represent the number

of two haplotypes in different subpopulations. (f) qRT-PCR analysis of GbDP2 expression in leaves after fusarium inoculation in highly resistant (R) accession

(XH42) and highly susceptible (S) accession (Su7871-). We set the gene expression level from the highly resistant (R) accession as 1. GbUBQ7 is an internal

control. Data are average values with standard deviation (n = 3 varieties with three technical repeats). Single (*), double (**) and triple (***) asterisks mark

statistical significance levels of P < 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 respectively. (g) Disease percentage of R_WT, S_WT, S_pCLCrVA-DP2 and S_pCLCrVA plants at

25 d post-inoculation (dpi) with FOV. (h) VIGS phenotypes of GbDP2 in highly resistant (R) accession (XH42) and highly susceptible (S) accession Su7871-

after inoculation with FOV. Wild type of highly resistant (R) accession XH42 (R_WT) and highly susceptible (S) accession Su7871- transformed with empty

VIGS vector (S_pCLCrVA) were used as controls. The leaves in the right panel were obtained from the individual plants in the left panel. (i) The evolutionary

origins of GbDP2. We built unrooted trees using the maximum likelihood method in MEGA7, based on complete CDS sequences. (j) Selective pressure

analysis on homologous CDS sequences of GbDP2. Homologous sequence in each cotton species is represented by its genome name on the left side of the

circle. The difference value (Ka-Ks) of each group of homologous comparisons is indicated by coloured rectangles according to the colour bar in the upper

left corner. Two types of selection, purifying (in red) and positive (in blue), are on the right side of the circle.
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South China), the United States, the former Soviet Union

(Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Azerbaijan), Viet

Nam, Syria, Antigua, Argentina, West Indies, Peru, Albania,

Egypt and Sudan (Figure S1 and Table S1). Additionally, we had

seven pair of samples that were initially bred from the same

varieties, but they were not exactly genetically identical, because

they came from the different lines, so they were not sample

duplication in terms of genomic composition (Su et al., 2020);

therefore, we labelled the source as cultivars/lines in Table S1.

Planting and phenotyping

Phenotyping of 15 traits was performed across four locations over

six years (not four locations × six years, the detailed is in the next

paragraph). Three locations were comprised of Yacheng in

Hainan (H) Province (Southern China), and Korla (K) and Awat

(A) in Xinjiang (Northwest Inland; Table S8). All accessions were

planted in an experimental field with an arrangement-order

design, including two replicates. Each plot at the H-site contained

one row 4 m in length, 11–13 plants per row, ~33 cm between

plants within each row and 75 cm between rows. Plot specifi-

cations at K and A locations contained 18–20 plants per row 2 m

in length, ~11 cm between plants within each row and 66 cm

between rows. Cotton was sown in mid-to-late April and was

harvested in mid-to-late October in the Xinjiang locations,

whereas the cotton was sown in mid-to-late October and was

harvested in mid-to-late April in Hainan.

We characterized 15 traits and obtained a total of 119 sets of

phenotypes. Nine traits (FL, FS, FM, FU, FE, FBN, BN, SBW, LP, GP,

FNFB and PH) were recorded in nine locations×years sets

(Table S9). SI, DP and FBT were assessed in six, four and one

environment respectively (Table S9). Twenty naturally opened

bolls were hand-harvested to calculate the SBW (g) and gin the

fibres. SI was obtained after counting and weighing 100 cotton

seeds. Fibre samples were separately weighed to calculate LP.

Fibre samples were evaluated for quality traits with a high-volume

instrument (HFT9000) at the Ministry of Agriculture Cotton

Quality Supervision, Inspection and Testing Center in China

Colored Cotton Group Corporation, Urumqi, China. Data were

collected on the fibre upper-half mean length (FL, mm), FS

(cN/tex), FM, FE (%) and FU (%).

DNA isolation and genome resequencing

The leaves from a single plant of each accession were sampled

and used for DNA extraction. Total genomic DNA was extracted

with a Plant DNA Mini Kit (Cat # DN1502, Aidlab Biotechnolo-

gies, Ltd.), and 350-bp whole-genome libraries were constructed

for each accession by random DNA fragmentation (350 bp),

terminal repair, PolyA tail addition, sequencing connector addi-

tion, purification, PCR amplification and other steps (TruSeq

Library Construction Kit, Illumina Scientific Co., Ltd., Beijing,

China). Subsequently, we used the Illumina HiSeq PE150

platform to generate 9.78 Tb raw sequences with 150 bp read

length.

Sequencing reads quality checking and filtering

To avoid reads with artificial bias (i.e. low-quality paired reads,

which primarily result from base-calling duplicates and adaptor

contamination), we removed the following types of reads: (i)

reads with ≥10% unidentified nucleotides (N); (ii) reads with

adaptor sequences; (iii) reads with >50% bases having Phred

quality Q ≤ 5. Consequently, 9.42 Tb high-quality sequences

were used in subsequent analyses (Table S1).

Sequencing reads alignment

The remaining high-quality reads were aligned to the genome of

G. barbadense 3–79 (http://cotton.hzau.edu.cn/EN/download.

php; Wang et al., 2019) with BWA software (version: 0.7.8)

with the command ‘mem -t 4 -k 32 -M’. BAM alignment files

were subsequently generated in SAMTOOLS v.1.4 (Li et al.,

2009), and duplications were removed with the command

‘samtools rmdup’. Additionally, we improved the alignment

performance through (i) filtering the alignment reads with

mismatches≤5 and mapping quality = 0 and (ii) removing

potential PCR duplications. If multiple read pairs had identical

external coordinates, only the pairs with the highest mapping

quality were retained.

Population SNP detection

After alignment, SNP calling on a population scale was

performed with the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK, version

v3.1) with the UnifiedGenotyper method (McKenna et al.,

2010). To exclude SNP-calling errors caused by incorrect

mapping, only high-quality SNPs (depth ≥ 4 (1/3 of the average

depth), map quality ≥20, the missing ratio of samples within the

population ≤ of 10% (3,487,043 SNPs) or of 20% (4 052 759

SNPs), and minor allele frequency (MAF) >0.05) were retained

for subsequent analyses. SNPs with the missing ratio ≤ of 10%

were used in PCA/phylogenetic tree/structure analyses, whereas

Figure 5 Pedigrees and genomic constitution of Sea Island cotton cultivar XH39. (a) A pedigree of XH39, including 13 parental varieties. We marked the

main cultivars in the dark-grey background. (b) Total length of genomic fragments inherited from 13 parents to XH39 in At and Dt subgenome. The genetic

constitutions in At and Dt subgenome are in dark and light grey respectively. (c) Accumulated length of genetic fragments inherited from 13 parents to

XH39 on 26 chromosomes. (d) Homologous fragments of XH39 in 13 related parents of the pedigree. 13 parents are along the vertical axis (left). The

horizontal axis (top) marks different chromosomes, A01-D13. Unique genetic segments passed from each parent to XH9 according to the genetic pathway

shown in Fig 5a. Aligned sequences are highlighted in red to show their proportional physical location, and unaligned segments are indicted in grey box. (e)

The simplified pedigree of XH39, including six critical direct-systematic-breeding varieties in chronological order on the left. Here, four main cultivars are in

the bright-yellow background. (f) Statistical analysis of five traits in six varieties in the simplified pedigree of XH39. The phenotypic values were from

different environments (n = 8, 8, 9, 9 and 4 for FL, FS, BW, GP and DP). We used the least significant difference (LSD) method in one-way ANOVA, p-

value<0.05. Boxes span from the first to the third quartiles. The centre lines represent the median values, and the whiskers show data that lie within the 1.5

interquartile ranges of the lower and upper quartiles. The small hollow circles represent the outliers of the phenotypic data in different environments. (g)

Venn diagram showing the overlapping FL-related genes (in middle purple) in the genetic transmission and GWAS analyses. (h) Circular heatmap showing

expression differences of 32 overlapping FL-controlling genes in 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 DPA fibres of FL extreme lines. Two genes, Gbar_A04G013270 and

Gbar_A04G013290, with the highest expression in 5-25DPA fibre, are in the red trapezoid. (i) Fibre length of 13 parental lines of XH39. 1-8 on the

horizontal axis represent eight original environments, including Awat-2018, Awat-2019, Baotou lake-2019, Korla-2013, Korla-2015, Korla-2016, Korla-

2018 and Korla-2019. Parental origin of two high-expression genes (in Figure 5h) in XH39 was 86430 (highlighted in red).
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SNPs with a missing ratio ≤ of 20% were used in the rest of the

analyses.

Annotation of genetic variants

SNP annotation was performed according to the G. barbadense

reference genome using the package ANNOVAR v1.0.0 (Wang

et al., 2010). Based on the genome annotation, SNPs were

categorized in exonic regions (overlapping a coding exon),

intronic regions (overlapping an intron), splicing sites (within

2 bp of a splicing junction), upstream or downstream regions

(within a 1 kb region upstream from the transcription start site or

downstream from the transcription stop site), intergenic regions,

transitions (ts), transversions (tv) and ts/tv. SNPs in exonic regions

were further grouped into stop gain and stop loss (SNPs causing

the gain and loss of stop codons), synonymous SNPs (those did

not cause amino acid changes) and nonsynonymous SNPs (those

caused amino acid changes).

Phylogenetic and population structure analyses

To clarify phylogenetic relationships from a genome-wide per-

spective, an individual-based NJ (neighbour-joining) tree was

constructed using P distance in TreeBestv1.9.2 software (http://

treesoft.sourceforge.net/treebest.shtmcl). Bootstrap values were

derived from 1000 resampling. Population genetic structure was

assessed using the software Admixture (1.23). The number of

assumed genetic clusters K ranged from 2 to 7, with 10 000

iterations for each run. We also conducted PCA to evaluate the

genetic structure in GCTA 1.24.2 (http://cnsgenomics.com/

software/gcta/pca.html) software (Li and Durbin, 2010). The

significance level of the eigenvector was determined with the

Tracy-Widom test.

Population genetic analysis

Fixation statistics (FST) and nucleotide diversity (θπ) were calculated

in VCFtools v0.1.15 (Danecek et al., 2011), with sliding windows

of 10 kb.

Linkage-disequilibrium analysis

The software Plink v1.07 (Purcell et al., 2007) was used to

calculate the LD coefficient (r2) between pairwise high-quality

SNPs; the parameters were set as: ‘--1d-window-r2 0 --ld-window

99999 --ld-window-kb 1000’, and the results were used to

estimate LD decay.

GWAS analysis

Totally, 4 052 759 SNPs (MAF > 0.05; Quality ≥ 20; GQ ≥ 5;

missing rate ≤ 0.2; depth ≥ 4) were used in GWAS for the 15

different traits. To correct for the effect of accession imbalance

based on the geographical distribution, association analysis was

conducted with the genome-wide efficient mixed-model associ-

ation (GEMMA 0.94.1, http://www.xzlab.org/software.html) soft-

ware package (Zhou and Stephens, 2012). For mixed-linear model

analysis, we used the following equation:

y ¼ Xαþ Sβ þ Kμþ e

where y represents phenotype; α and β are fixed effects

representing marker effects and non-marker effects respectively;

and μ represents unknown random effects. X, S and K are the

incidence matrices for α, β and μ, respectively, and e is a vector of

random residual effects. Additionally, the top three PCs were used

to build up the S matrix for population structure correction, and

thematrix of simple matching coefficients was used to build up the

K matrix. The analyses were performed in the GEMMA software

package. The parameters were set as: ‘gemma -bfile file -k kinship -

lmm 1 -o outfile -miss 0.2 -maf 0.05 -c covariates (GCTA: PCA)’.

The effect values of our genetic markers were tested by F tests and

corrected for multiple testing using Bonferroni correction. Only the

most obvious SNP peak in Manhattan plot was chosen as the

candidate SNP. Meanwhile, to estimate the difference between

observed and predicted values of quantitative traits, all Manhattan

results were validated by Q-Q plots.

Estimating breeding value

BLUP (Poland et al., 2011) was used to calculate the breeding

values with lme4 packages in R (version 3.5.3). The formula was

as follows:

Y ¼ μþ Lineþ Locþ Yearþ Rep in Loc� Yearð Þ þ Line� Locð Þ þ Line� Yearð Þ þ ϵ

where Y, μ, Line and Loc represent phenotype, intercept, variety

effects and environmental effects respectively. Rep indicates

different repetitions, and ε represents random effects. Rep in

Loc × Year shows the interaction between repetition in the same

location and year. Line × Loc is used to display the interaction

between variety and environment. Line × Year is used to display

the interaction between variety and year.

Figure 6 Pedigrees and genomic constitution of Sea Island cotton cultivar XH60. (a) A pedigree of XH60 including 12 parental varieties. Main cultivars are

marked in dark-grey background. (b) Total length of genomic fragments inherited from 12 parents in the At and Dt subgenome. Length of genetic

components in At and Dt subgenome is indicated in dark and light grey respectively. (c) Accumulated length of genomic fragments inherited from 12

parents on 26 chromosomes. (d) Homologous fragments of XH60 in 12 related parents of the pedigree (listed on the vertical axis (left)). The horizontal axis

(top) indicates different chromosomes. Unique genetic segments in each parent are specifically passed to XH60 according to the genetic pathway shown on

Fig 6a. Aligned sequences are highlighted in red to show their proportional physical location, and unaligned segments are indicted in grey box. (e)

Simplified pedigree of XH60 with four main cultivars highlighted in light yellow. (f) Statistical analysis of lint percentage (LP, %), seed index (SI, g), boll

weight (BW, g), growth period (GP, days) and disease percentage (DP, %) of six varieties in the simplified pedigree of XH60 using their phenotypic values

from different environments (n = 9, 9, 9, 9 and 4 for LP, SI, BW, GP and DP), though least significant difference (LSD) method in one-way ANOVA analysis.

P-value < 0.05. Boxes span the first to third quartiles, centre lines represent median values, and whiskers show data within the 1.5 interquartile ranges of

the lower and upper quartiles. The small hollow circles represent phenotypic outliers. (g) Venn diagram showing the overlapping LP genes (in middle purple)

obtained by genetic transmission analysis and GWAS analysis. (h) Circular heat map illustrating expression differences of 70 overlapping LP genes in 0, 5,

10, 15, 20 and 25 DPA fibres of LP extreme lines. The gene, Gbar_D04G017350, with the highest expression in 5-25DPA fibre, is highlighted in the blue

rectangle. (i) Lint percentage of 13 parental lines of XH60. 1-9 on the horizontal axis represent nine original environments, including Awat-2018, Awat-

2019, Baotou lake-2019, Korla-2013, Korla-2014, Korla-2015, Korla-2016, Korla-2018 and Korla-2019. JH1 in blue was the parental origin of the high-

expression genes (in Figure 6h) in XH60.
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Transcriptome sequencing

Five Sea Island cotton extreme accessions were planted in the

field in 2019 (Table S21). Bolls were collected during the initiation

stage (0 DPA), cell elongation stage (5, 10, 15 DPA) and

secondary-wall synthesis stage (20, 25 DPA). Total RNA was

extracted from the fibres of the boll samples with an EASYspin

RNA Plant Mini Kit (Cat # RN0902, Aidlab Biotechnologies., Ltd).

The qualified RNA treated with DNase I (Takara Biomedical

Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing, China) was used for constructing

cDNA library, HiSeq sequencing, assembling, mapping (HISAT

2.0.4 (Kim et al., 2015), with default parameters), analysing gene

expression (HTSeq v0.6.1, -m union; Anders et al., 2015),

detecting SNP (GATK v3.5, QUAL < 30.0 & QD < 5.0; McKenna

et al., 2010), identifying differentially expressed genes (DESeq

1.10.1, Padj < 0.05; Anders and Huber, 2010), GO (GOSeq,

Release2.12, Corrected P-value < 0.05; Young et al., 2010) and

KEGG (KOBAS v2.0, Corrected P-value < 0.05; Mao et al., 2005)

annotation according to the method in our laboratory (Shi et al.,

2015).

Functional characterization of GbDP1/2 genes

Sea Island cotton (Gossypium barbadense) highly susceptible (S)

accession Ⅱ15-3464 and highly resistant (R) accession T10-280

were used for VIGS transformation of GbDP1. Sea Island cotton

highly resistant (R) accession (XH42) and highly susceptible (S)

accession Su7871- were used for VIGS transformation of GbDP2.

For virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS), 516-bp and 502-bp

fragments from GbDP1 and GbDP2 were separately cloned into

the PacI and SpeI sites of the pCLCrV-VA vector (primers used in

Table S20). To analyse expression and silencing efficiency of

GbDP1/2, leaves were harvested at 25 days post-inoculation (dpi)

with FOV in two sets of resistant and susceptible wild-type (R_WT

and S_WT) accessions, their DP-transgenic accession

(S_pCLCrVA-DP1, S_pCLCrVA-DP2, R_pCLCrVA-DP1 and

R_pCLCrVA-DP2) and empty-vector transformants (S_pCLCrVA

and R_pCLCrVA). Total RNA (~2 μg) was extracted and was then

reverse-transcribed in a 20 μL reaction mixture with PrimeScript™
RT reagent Kit with gDNA Eraser (Perfect Real Time) (Cat #

RR047A; Takara). 1 μL sample aliquots were used as templates

for qRT-PCR analysis. Three technical replicates per sample and

three biological-replicate samples were analysed for each exper-

iment. UBQ7 was used as the internal control for qRT-PCR data

analysis.

VIGS experiments of GbFL2, GbFS1 and GbLP1

Sea Island cotton long-fibre accession XH58 and short-fibre

accession Ashi were used for VIGS transformation receptors

GbFL2. Sea Island cotton high-fibre-strength accession XH37 and

low-fibre-strength accession LuoSaiNa were used for VIGS

transformation receptors GbFS1 respectively. Sea Island cotton

high-lint-percentage accession Giza81 and low-lint-percentage

accession C352 were used for VIGS transformation receptors

GbLP1. For the VIGS experiments, plants were grown on the field

of Hainan for 1 growing season. Inserts to generate pCLCrVA-

FL2/FS1/LP1, approximately 500-bp fragments, were amplified

from G. barbadense cDNA. Primer pairs to generate pCLCrVA-

FL2/FS1/LP1 vectors are shown in Table S20. PCR fragments were

cloned into the pCLCrVA plasmid using PacI and SpeIC. Plasmids

pCLCrVB, pCLCrVA, and their derivatives were transformed into

A. tumefaciens GV3101 (Shanghai Weidi Biotechnology Co., Ltd,

Shanghai, China) using its supplied method. Before

transformation, Agrobacterium containing pCLCrVA or one of

its derivatives were mixed with an equal volume of Agrobac-

terium containing pCLCrVB (Gu et al., 2014). Mixed Agrobac-

terium solutions were infiltrated into the abaxial side of

cotyledons of 2-week-old cotton seedlings using a needleless

syringe as described previously (Gao et al., 2013). For 4-week-old

cotton seedlings, Agrobacterium solutions were infiltrated into

the abaxial side of cotyledons and leaves together with injection

into the apical growth point of stems using a bevelled needle.

Two months after infiltration, RNA was extracted from cotton

leaves to measure the expression of the target genes using qRT-

PCR. There were 100 individual plants for each treatment. All

harvested plants were used for phenotyping of LP, but for FL and

FS, we chose 10 positive individuals determined by qRT-PCR for

phenotyping. Statistics of significance were carried out using two-

tailed t tests.

Hierarchical filtering strategy of associated SNPs/genes,
QTL, candidate/key genes

Significant SNPs were screened by the criterion (-log(P-

value) > 6). QTLs were defined according to the position of

significant SNPs and the size of LD interval. In order to avoid

missing key candidate genes, we defined the total size of QTL as

1Mb according to the criterion in Fang et al. (2017), namely,

500 kb upstream and downstream of associated SNPs, slightly

larger than the size of actual LD interval (388 kb). That is, one

significant SNP corresponds to 1Mb QTL interval. All genes in

those QTL intervals were regarded initially as associated genes.

These were filtered as follows: First, only the top three highest

peak SNPs and the significant SNPs that could be repeatedly

detected in at least two environments were regarded as key SNPs,

thus narrowing the candidate SNPs from dozens to about 10.

Second, only the genes closest to these key SNPs, at the same

time having large-effect variations related to phenotype change

and expressed differentially in extreme accessions, were consid-

ered as candidate genes for further transgenic validation. Finally,

only genes silenced by VIGS and related to the phenotypes in

question were deemed to be key genes (Figure S23).

Genetic transmission analysis

To detect genetically transmitted regions in a pedigree, we

calculated the SNP ratio between parental accessions and XH39/

XH60. A window size of 200 SNPs, with a step size of 20 SNPs,

was used to perform genomic scans (Fang et al., 2017; Jiao et al.,

2012). A window with the same SNP ratio ≥99% was considered

as an inheritable fragment in the pedigree (Ma et al., 2019). We

used our Sea Island cotton fibre transcriptome data to validate the

function of candidate genes.
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